OPIS Europe Tanker Trackers: Gasoline, Diesel and Jet Fuel

Track on-the-water vessels and cargoes into and out of the European market to forecast supply trends and enhance price analysis.

Powered by Fleetmon.com’s real-time AIS satellite platform, OPIS Tanker Trackers provide critical intelligence on the movement of gasoline, diesel and jet fuel.

Market Challenge
Waterborne cargo traffic is essential data in the European oil market, but many vessel tracking programs lack the specific details on what product is coming into and leaving port and when. Official cargo data is released months after transactions take place and does not allow for forecasting. Existing vessel-tracking products are costly and offer incomplete information.

How We Help
OPIS Tanker Trackers report cargo details, origination/destination ports and current vessel position in real time with greater accuracy than Eurostat figures, and at an affordable price.

Benefits
— See Europe-bound tankers for jet fuel and ultra-low-sulfur diesel
— Discover gasoline cargo exports from Europe to North America and West Africa
— Access vessel names, volume transported, buyer & sellers and vessel charters
— Compare volumes to historical levels from two weeks to 30 days before tankers arrive at ports
— Identify deliveries due in the next seven or 30 days or into specific regions
— Discern trends with a 12-month archive sorted by route, destination, buyer, region and more

For a FREE trial, call 888 301 2645 or 1 301 284 2000, email energysales@opisnet.com